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Research work performed at M.I.T. under this contract
L

has had two major thrusts. One thrust deals with the

oxidation processing of, and phase transformations in, the

YbnBa2nCU3n+nOx (n = 1,2,4 ) superconducting oxide system

while the second thrust deals with, the optimization of the

properties of oxidation processed Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy/Ag

superconducting microcomposites.

Phase Transformations in YbnBa2nCU3n+lOx (n = 1,2,_ )

Conditions for forming superconducting YbnBa2nCU3n+lOx

(n = i, 2,c_) oxide - silver composites from rapidly

solidified alloy ribbons weze determined by

thermogravimmetry and time-temperature-transformation

experiments in oxygen at 1.0 atmosphere pressure. The

isothermal oxidation of R-Ba-Cu-Ag alloys with atomic ratios

of 1 : 2 : 3 : i (z = 3, 12, 16, 53 for R = Yb and z = 15

for R = Y) increased rapidly with temperature in the 170"C

to 450"C range and the alloys combusted in isothermal

experiments above critical temperatures despite ample heat
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dissipation. The parabolic oxidation of the low silver

content alloy in the 170 ° to 250°C range occurred by oxygen

diffusion through the fine grained scale. The 0.01 times

slower parabolic oxidation of the high silver content alloy

in the 330°C to 450°C range occurred by internal oxidation.

The intermediate silver content alloys oxidized with

similar, parabolic kinetics below 370°C and linear kinetics

above 370°C. The isothermally parabolic kinetics became

more linear at constant heating rates allowing faster

oxidation to completion in the 150°C to 450°C range without

combustion.

YbBa2Cu307_ _ formed in the i00 s to l01 s time range

when as-oxidized low silver content ribbons were heated

rapidly to temperatures in the 805°C to 890°C range. Large

amounts of Ba2Cu305 formed below 870°C. Yb2Ba4CU7Ol5__ and

YbBa2Cu408 then formed in the 102 s to 103 s time range in

the 840°C to 870°C and < 840°C temperature ranges. Ba2Cu305

decomposition supplied Cu 2+ and 02- for the rapid

transformation of YbBa2Cu307_ _ grains into Yb2Ba4CUTOlS- _

grains by intercalation. Intercalation was slower when CuO

supplied Cu 2+ and 02- . Growth beyond YbBa2Cu307-_ grain

surfaces increased the amount of superconducting oxides.

Large Yb2Ba4CU7Ol5__ grains formed when as-oxidized alloy

was heated briefly (80 s) above 870°C followed by a 36 hour

bake at Yb2Ba4CU7OlS- _ forming temperatures. Rapid

Yb2Ba4CU7Ol5__ and YbBa2Cu408 decompositio_n above 878°C

yielded nonsuperconducing phases and small amounts of highly
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aspected YbBa2Cu307_ _ grains that were remmants from the

prior formation of YbBa2Cu408 and Yb2Ba4Cu7015__ by

intercalation.

Improving the Electrical Properties of Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3OY

Mechanical deformation and annealing have been used

to produce BSCCO/Ag superconducting microcomposites with

a textured microstructure and improved critical current

density, Jc. Melt spun precursor ribbons, before or after

oxidation and anrealing, were covered with metal sheets,

and then subjected to various combinations of mechanical

deformation and annealing. Superconducting ribbons with

TR= 0 = 104-110K and Jc(77) as high as 6000A/cm 2 have been

produced with this method. Research has concentrated on
.,

the interrelations of processing, microstructure and

superconducting properties. Results indicate that the

deformation processing, the oxidation and annealing

conditions, the sequence of deformation, oxidation and

annealing, the alloy composition and the nature of the

cover sheets are the most important factors that infuence

superconducting properties. Because a well textured "2223"

microstructure can only be achieved by deformation of a

specimen with well develcped "2223" phase, an annealing at

suitable temperature was needed before deformation. While

the deformation caused mlcrocracking and Separation of the

"2223" grains, a short-time reannealing was necessary to
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recove.r Jc after each deformation step. Silver in the

mi_rocomposites is believed to be beneficial as it aided in

the deformation of texturing processes, and restrained the

re-growth of the "2223" grains during re-annealing. The
E

Lotgering factor, F, was measured via X-ray diffraction to

determine the degree of texture in the 2223 phase. It has

been observed that the F factor increased with the extent

of deformation, and the Jc increased with the F factor.

The effect of the cover sheets and the possibility of using

different metals including the base metals Ni, Cu and

stainless steels as the cover sheets in terms of processing,

adhesion and reaction has been determined.
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